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Posted By :- Mr Finix, October 27, 2020. This song was requested by our favorite music lovers, pleasure!!! 2Pac comes up with another song called Changes. Download, Listen and Enjoy!! DOWNLOAD Song HERE 2Pac - Changes Lyrics Come on I wake up in the morning see no change and ask myself if life is worth living I need to
explode myself? I'm tired of being poor, and what's worse, I'm black, my stomach hurts, so I'm looking for a bag. Huey said two shots in the dark, and now Huey's dead, and I'm in love with my brother, but we're not going anywhere unless we share them with each other. I'd love to go back to when we were kids, but things have changed.
It's what it's all about to make a better place, let's erase waste, erase evil, they're going to behave right 'Because both black and white tuxedo' crack tonight and only when time kills each other it requires skill to kill each other, it's time to heal each other, and even though it seems like heaven has sent us, we're not ready to see a black
President, uh it's no secret, don't hide the fact that prison is packed, and some things are full of blacks but things will never change. But you stayed in the drug game, now tell me what a mother you are, don't address Bein's real brother, and you should take the easy way out (I did a G today) But you did it slyly to make Buy crack (Should I
get paid too, hey, Well it's just that things like this are never going to be the same it's just going to be the same yes it's just going to be the same way it's just having to make a change yes we have to make a change as a person we have to make some changes makin's let's change the way we live and change the way we treat each other
you see that the old way doesn't work. There's war on these streets and there's a war on poverty instead of war in the Middle East. Support you and slap you. You say the device isn't cool, my mom didn't raise a fool, and as long as I'm black, I have to stick to it, and I never have to go back to bed because I always have to worry. After all
these years Back Comin' back Rat-a-tat-tat-tat-tat this way, oh it's just going to be the same things like this that it's just so aw yes it's just going to be the same in a way that just this aw yes share some things post change: CLICK HERE TO COMMENT ON THIS MESSAGE We're sure to keep it up to date with all the Latest Songs, News,
Trending Gists Naijafinix.com. Don't forget to check back later, for more updates or to request any song you want from Kindly Call Us Now!!! A MUST WATCH:- Peace Rich - FILL ME DOWNLOAD SONG HERE Audio Foreign Music Changes Song by 2Pac Featured artist: Talent Produced by Big D The Impossible Deon Evans smalls
&amp; Big D The Impossible Album: Greatest Hits Released: October 13, 1998 Pac Changes is Pac's timely meditation on race, class and politics. Also Dammy Krane ft. See Olamide - Love Na DieThe piano and choir sampled from The Way It Is by Bruce Hornsby and Range. To see the descriptions of the Broadway musical Holler If Ya
Hear Me in this song, DOWNLOAD MP3 VideoDownload Mp3 (Music)LyricsMusic Video By Eghian Ikuedo On Jun 4, 2020 2pac Changes Changes 2Pac's Talent is a hip hop song that tells a powerful story of our time using Pac's music. The song refers to the war on drugs Black people by the police, racism (reconciliation between black
and white races, openly in America), continuity of poverty, and the vicious circle value system that accompanies it in urban African-American culture, and the challenges of life in the ghetto. – Wikipedia 2Pac – Changes (ft. Talent) (prod. Big D The Impossible) Watch Video Lyrics [Verse 1: 2Pac] I see no change, wake up in the morning
and ask myself life livin'? Should I blow myself up? I'm tired of being poor, and what's worse, I'm black, my stomach hurts, so I'm looking for a bag to kidnap a cops, pull the trigger, kill the, he's a hero. Prosperity is one less hungry mouth! The first ship 'em drugs and brothers give em weapons let the deal, stand back, kill each other, two
shots in the dark, as Huey said, now Huey is dead, I love my brother, but we can't go anywhere without sharing with each other. If the devil is close to me, can he have a brother? I would love to go back to when we played as kids but things are changing... and in this way [Chorus: Talent] It's just the way it's going to never be the same
things, aw yes it's just the same things this way, aw yes [Verse 2: 2Pac] I see no change, the racist faces I see make misplaced shame for races under hate I wonder, what does it take to make a better place, let's erase waste let's get people out, they will behave correctly' because tonight both black and white tuxedo' crack and cold are
the only time I kill each other skill to be real It is required, it will take time to heal each other, and although it seems to have been sent by heaven, we are not ready to see a black president. Don't hide the truth Prison is packed and full of black people but some things try to show another way that will never change but you stayed in the drug
game now tell me, what should a mother do? Bein' real don't appeal to your brother in you It's got to work in an easy way Today I did a G, but the kids did it in a 'cracked sly way I need to get paid! - good hey, but this way [Choir: Talent] It's just this way that things are never going to be the same, yes it's just the way these things will never
be the same, aw yes [Interlude: 2Pac] We have to make a change To start makin some changes for us let's change the way we eat and change the way you treat each other 'So you have to do what we have to do to survive [Verse 3 : 2Pac] And I still see no change; Can't a brother get some peace? Fight in these streets and a war Instead
of fighting eastern poverty, they've fought drugs so the police can bother me, and I'm not committing any crimes. They can't touch it. When they try to hurry, you say the sound of this dick is not cool, my mother didn't raise a fool, and as long as I stay black, I have to stick to it and never go back to bed because I always have to worry about
revenge buck. In this way [Choir: Talent] This is just the way that things will never be the same, aw yes (You are my brother, you are my brother) This will just be the same things that will be the same, aw yes [Outro: 2Pac] Some things will never change to welcome MPmania Music , one stop for the best songs in the world. Our music
team of music curators is always ready to give you the best. Prev Post N.W.A – Express Yourself (Audio, Lyrics, Video) Video
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